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DIPLOMA EXAMINATION IN ENGINEERING/TECHNOLOGY/
MANAGEMENT/COMMERCIAL PRACTICE - OCTOBER, 20 1 8

ENGINEERING MATHEMATICS - I

fTime: 3 hows

(Maximum marks : 100)

PART - A
(Maximum mart<s : 10)

Marks

I Answer a// questions. Each question carries 2 marks.

l. Find the value of tan260 + lrrnz 45.

2. If tan e : 3, find sin 20.

3. Find the area of a hiangle given, b = 3cm, c = 2cm and A: 30o.

4. Evaluate h,.., **
5. For what values of x, the function x2 - 5x + 6 is increasing ? (5x2 : 10)

PART - B

(Maximum marks : 30)

I Answer any.five of the following questions. Each question carries 6 marks.

1. Find the value of tan75, without using tables and show that

tan 75 + cot 75 : 4.

2. The horizontal distance between two towers is 60 m and the angle of
depression of the first tower as seen from the second which is in 150 m

height is 30o. Find the height of the fint tower.

3. Prove that cosf * cos + . "orff + cos S: o

4. Solve AABC, given a: 4cm, b : 5cm, c:'lcm'

5. Find the second derivative of x2 log x.

6. Differentiate 'sin x' by tlre method of first principles'

7. If S denotes the displacement of a particle at the time 't' seconds

andS:f_6tz +gt_4.
(i) Find the time when the accelemtion is l2cm/secz'

(ii) The vekrcilv at that time.

l2l

(5x6:30)
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(b) If tan A= 314, sin B : 5/13. (A lies in the ttrird quadrant and B lies in the

second quadrant.) Find sin (A-B) and cos (A+B)'

(c) Evaluate cos 570 sin 510 - sin 330 cos 390'

On

I + sinA cos A
Itove that - cos A- = r _ .in n
Express {f sin x + cos x in the form ofR sin (x + c[) wherc o is acute'

Prove that sin (A + B) sin (A - B) = sin2 e- sinj S.

Umr - II

Prove that sin3A - sinA - *r4
cos3A + cosA

Frove that cos 80 cos 60 cos 40 cos 20 = 1/16

2

PART -C
(Maximum marks : 60)

(Answer one full question ft'om each unit' Each full question canies 15 marks')

Urrr - I

cosecu = 2 sec2o
cosecO +1

E\raluate (i) lim 3x+ 5.. x_J€ x_2
x2-g
x-3

Marks

(3+2)

(3+2)

5

vI (a)

(b)

(c)

(c) Show that a (b2+ c2) cos A + b (c2+ a2) cos B + c (a2+ b2) cos C = 3abc

On

Prove that cot A - tan A = cos 2AcotA+tanA
Show that sin 40 - sin 80 + sin 20 = 0

Two angles of a fiangular plot of land are 53" and 670 and the side between
them is measured to be 100cm. How many meters of fencing is required to
fence the plot ?

Urn - III

(ii) Evaluate limxJ3

x=af, y=2at.
sin2x- I + cos2x

If y:urinx*bcosx. Prove ttat dty +y=0
dx2

On

VII (a)

o) Find g if
dx
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Find the derivative of .sec x, using quotient rule.
dv

Ftnd fr if (i) y = log(sin1@ GD y = (x3 + 3) tanr x
Ifax2 + bl a 2gx + 2fy+ c = 0, find dy

dx

UNrr - IV

Find the equation to the tangent and normal to the curve y : x2 + 2x _ 3at (2,5).

A circular plate of radius 3 inches expands when heated at the rate of
2 inchevsecond. Find the l:rte at which the area of the plate is increasing
at the end of 3 seconds.

The deflection of a beam is given by y = 2x3 - 9* + I2x. Find the maximum
deflection.

Marks

5

(3+2)

)

x (a)

(b)

(c)

5

On

(a) Find the values of 'x' for which the tangent to the curve y = x
will be parallel to the x - axis. (l -xf

(b) A balloon is spherical in shape. Gas is escaping from it at the rate of l0 cclsec.
How fast is the surface area shrinking when the radius is 15 cm ?

(c) The perimeter of a rectangle is 100 m. Find the sides when the area is

maximurn.
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